Ultimos Noticias
Game 11 September 2009
TTC Modifier = 1.1

This Month has produced the biggest battle in the country since the collapse of the
Government. The Partido De Unidad forces attacking at night forced a confused action upon
the Government Forces defending the village of Youlden. It had recently been garrisoned
and then reinforced with pioneers and mines and wire had been added in the last few weeks,
making the battle ahead harder for the green troops of the attacker. The action was initiated
by close range missile attacks upon housing within the village, followed by mortar fire and
indirect fire from heavy automatic weapons. The defenders were caught by surprise, and
losses were suffered in this whirlwind of fire. However, they quickly regrouped and offered
at least some resistance to the advancing Infantry, causing the loss of almost half of the
attacking forces before they were overrun. After dawn, first light revealed the destruction of
the previous night’s battle. At least 35 casualties from the defenders, and another 28 for the
assaulting forces. Also, there was considerable collateral damage, but the fact remains, the
the Partido De Unidad have control of the very strategically important Youlden isthmus.
It has been reported that a number of small airfields have been discovered.
Jason’s Bit
So far so good.
Just a few more clarifications.
Ports and Border warehouses are the only places where combat supplies and units from the
Arms Dealer Report can arrive.
In the next month I hope to have a spreadsheet combat worksheet available on the Web site.
This will aid you in getting your combat supplies correct for any given mission.
I have raised the TTC Modifier by 0.1 so that everyone can see the scale of changes that a
substantial rise will cause.
Although the game is far from full, I continue to advertise in Wargame magazines and next
time in Flagship. If anyone wants to send their comments to Flagship see the web site for the
link. This will be a good time prior to the advert being inserted, and then I can add to the
carnage.
Ok, that’s it till next month.
Jason.

